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l[n this paper, the distributions of first passage times Tz” and T& of a simple 
random wa%k on nonnegative inte ers are characterized. We a%so examine the relation 
between first passage times of birth-death processes and simple random walks via 
the uniformization technique of Keilson [T]. Furthermore, amixture of exponential 
distributions is related to a mixture of geometric distributions using generalized 
phase type distributions OF Shanthikumar [ 121. This, in turn, gives an insight into 
the discrepancy between he first passage time structures of birth-death processes 
and simple random walks. 
In Section 1, we review well known classes of probability sequences. New classes 
of probability sequences, which naturally arise from the analysis of first passage 
times of simple random walks, are also introduced. These new classes are character- 
ized in terms of zeros and poles of their probability generating functions (p.g.f.‘s). 
The relations between classes of probability sequences and classes of probability 
density functions (p.d.f.‘s) are analyzed using generalized phase type distributions 
(see [ 121) in Section 2. In Section 3, first passage times Tz+ and T& of simple 
random walks are characterized. Also the results of Sumita and Masuda [16] are 
extended to accommodate a slightly more general setting. The relation between 
simple random walks and birth-death processes i  explored via the uniformization 
procedure in Section 4. This analysis together with the results in Section 2 leads an 
alternative proof for the characterization of Tz+ in Section 3. Furthermore asimple 
necessary and sufficient condition is given for a uniformization of a birth-death 
process to have Tz” with completely monotone distribution. 
sses of probabili uenc 
In this section, we review well known classes of probability sequences and introduce 
new classes of probability sequences. Throu hout this paper, it is assumed that 
probability sequences have support on (1,2, . , . 
(pk)y is defined by 
(Iw 
.l) for the convenience in the 
(1.2) 
st we define we%% known classes of pro ility sequences. For a sequence ( pk)?, 
let =pk---~~k-~ for k> 1 and Ap,=p,. gher diflerences are defined similarly. 
Let ( pk)FXI be a probability sequence. 
We note that TA:c 
this paper, notation such * will be used to denote a eE 
sequences as well as a class of corres random v~~b~~s. 
The support of a cu 
pletely monotone) if and onl 
that 
see Sumita aud asuda [ 163. 
Relations among various classes of probability se 
Definition 1.1 are given in Zeller [ 
particular, it is clear that CM: e 
Next, we introduce new classes of probability sequences which are important in 
the analysis of the first passage time structure of simple random walks. These cksses 
are generalizations of CM:, CM* and TAZ. 
Definition 1.2. Let (pk)? be a probability sequence and y(u) be the correspondin 
p.g.f. 
A 
(a) k-l (p&kGCMz e pk= C. w,W-em)em 
m=t 
where C”,=, w,,, = 1, w,>O, em+l,l), m=l,2 ,..., PZ, and e,mlj for izj. 
e=> y(u)= 
I 
1 (t-e)24 
_I *_e~ dG(e), SuppG~[-WI. 
(c) (p&kGTA (-1, l), m = 1,2,. . . , n. 
convolution. If (pk) 
Supp G 3 -8 c 0 + there exists 8’ such that Supg 
For, if (1.4) does not hold, ( pk) violates the 
we do not further investigate necessary con 
which a sequence with generating function -y( 
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)T be a probability sequence and y(u) be the corresponding p.g$ 
if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(a) r(u) can be written as 
where gJx) is a polynomial of degree r with r real distinct zeros in (-1,1 
(b) Zeros of g,+(x) interleatle those of g,(x). 
roof. Suppose that (a) and (b) hold. Then 
and 
Clearly y(u) can be written as 
Y(U)= i hj 
j-l 1 -@jU 
(18) . 
where hj is given by 
j-l,2 ,..., n. (1.9) 
ram (1.7) one sees that both products in (1.9) have n -j ne ative factors. Hence 
(1.11) 
) is a polynomial of d 
of ge~e~ality~ assume that zeros 
t 
dek 
‘y,, = . 
B 
In a21 three cases, zeros {t+} of ga_l(u) interleave zeros { ui} of gJ u). Next suppose 
that a, =0 for some m Then y(u) can again be written as (2.22) and D(u) is a 
polynomial of de n-2 with n-2 distinct real zeros in (-2,2) and N(u) is a 
polynomial of d e at most n - 2. Using a similar a ument o the above, N(u) 
has n -3 zeros, each of which lies between two consecutive z ros of 
the two consecutive zeros with opposite si s. Since y(u) is incr 
lafities and lim,,,, y(u) = *QU, N(u) must have two other zeros, one in 
(-00,2/a,) and the other in (2/a,_,,+~) where 2/a, and 2/a,_, are the smallest 
st zero of D(u), respectivefy. Using (2.24) again, conditions (a} and 
asuda [261 (Theorem 2.2) cha 
rs. En this paper, we allow a 
in the analysis of the first passa 
ce 
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O” ETAZ can be characterized by Proposition 1.5 where (- 1, I) 
should be replaced by [0, I). Furthermore, if (0, I) is substituted, then Proposition 
I.5 is the same as Theorem I.2 of [ 161. 
In this section, we consider p.d.f.‘s of form 
OD ( ) k-l IxJ 
f(x)= C ppe-" (% l)!’ k=, pk c ‘“1, v>o, PA ao, =1,2,... k-l 
Shanthikumar [ 121 introduced a class of c.d.f.3 of form 
F(x)=qU(x)+(l-q) ‘f(u)du, r MO, 11 (2.2) 
JO 
where U(x) = 1 if x 20 and U(x) = 0 
extensively studied the properties of this 
eneralized phase type distributions). 
distribution (Pi), iet random variable X 
if x CO, and f(x) is given by (2.1). He 
class of c.d.f.‘s, which is denoted by GPH 
For a discrete random variable L with 
be defined by 
X=k;, & (23 = 
)‘I” are i.i.d. exponential random variables with rate u. Then X has a p.d.f. 
of form (2.1). It has been shown that GPH is closed under convolutions, negative 
convolution with nonne ivity condition and mixtures, see [ 121. In this paper, the 
class of p.d.f.‘s defined (2.1) is denoted by GPN. 
view other important classes of p.d.f.‘s. 
)“(d/dx)“‘S(x) 30 for m 
s a mixture of tr txpo 
) is a convolution of n e 
CM (completely 
e-,‘-f (x) dx = 
I 
0@ rl 
-dWq), Re(+O, 
0 rl+s 
(2.4) 
(11) jumps at 0, then f should be understood to be a generalized 
among various classes of p. e reader is referred to 
eilson [‘?I and Sumita and suda [ 171 and references 
.a 
Of interest is the relation 
2.1). The following theme 
related by 
H(q)=E-G 
at all points of con 
f. Let (p&&z 
Definition 1 .a( b) 
I 
a0 
4(s) = e-“f(x) dx = y ( E (1-@)v _* (r_e)*+s dWh VW 0
Let B(g)=1-G((v-q) /r). Then it can be readily seen that 
40 J- 
2w 
S = o -$dB(r)). 
(q) (see Theorem 2 of Feller [3, p. 440]), one concludes 
that B(q) = H(q) at all points of continuity. Convers en from 
(23, y(u) can be written as 
Hence y(u) corresponds to a probability sequence in GCM*. 
ss GPW includes M, but not CM. The fotiowin 
relation between GPH and CM. 
rem 2.3. Let f CM with spectdfunctisn H(q) of (2.4). 
Supp H b bourtded. 
) is obvious from at 
Let 
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Useful results follow from Theorem 2.2 
GFW. Then the following results hold. 
then f E CM,. 
(b) (P&GCM~ >and only gf ECM,,. 
(c) Let f E CM with spectral function H(v). Then ( pk) E CM ip and only if 
W(v)= 1. 
A simple example demonstrates that the converse of Corollary 2.4(a) is not true 
in general. Let y(u) be the generating function of a sequence ( p& such that 
1 (32-2~)~ 
r(U)=; (20u)(S+u)’ 
By expressing y(u) in partial fractions, one has 
Y(U) 
4 f +1 4 _- 
=;iq 5 I+& 
It can be easily checked that y(u) is in fact a generating function of a probability 
sequence. Hence (pk) E GCM$ but not in CM*. One also sees that f(x) with 
4(s) =I: e’““f(x)dx=y(v/v+s) is in CM2 if v>2. 
Using a similar argument to Theorem 2.2, one has: 
LetfcGPH. cthenf TA, ifand only if ( pk) E GTAZ. Moreo~r the 
parameters off and ( pk) are related by 
%I =(l-&Jv (2 8) . 
where 
e=-+“f (x) dx zz 
an 
he following ret dts are imme iate from Proposition 2.5. 
(2 9) . 
(2.10) 
‘19. p First 
3. Fi ge ti 
Let *(k) be a simp le random 
Then c:+(u) can be written as 
where {Q”(x)) is recursively defined by 
Q-k) =O, Qdx) = 1, and 
(3.3) 
Here q0 = 0. (QJ x)} constitutes a system of orthogonal polynomials on [ - 1, t 1. 
Hence zeros of Q”(x) are in (-1,l) and the zeros of Q”(x) interleave those of 
Q”+,(X); see also Whitehurst [NJ. 
We note that ox*(u) of (3.1) has the form of y(u) of (I 5) and the conditions 
(a) and (b) of Theorem I.3 are satisfied. Hence one has the foliowing theorem 
characterizing the first passage time Tz+ of any simple random walk. 
In [Ml, self-transition probabilities r,, n are assumed to be 
see (2.1) of their paper. They showed th +1 with positive geometric 
parameters if and only if det( 0,) > 0, m = I, 2, . . . , n, where 
In this paper, the case of r,,, = 0 is not excluded. Correspondingly, 
Theorem 2,2 of [M] can be modified to ar;co odate this case in the fol~owi~ 
our definition of a 
e next proposition follows from 
(3.31, the properties of Q&K) and a si 
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reposition 3pZ Let Tz+ be the first passage time of N”(k) with p,, > 0, q” > 0 and 
r a0 Then T*+cXM* tl@- l n n+l if and only if det(a,) 3 0 for m = 0,1, . . . 9 n. Moreover 
with positive geometric parameters if and only if det(am) > 0 for m = 
As a special case of Proposition 3.2, if det( uJ = r0 = 0, then ?$* has distribution 
* (&I) E CM1 l 
We t+iext characterize the first passage time 7’& of N*(k) from 0 to n. Let 
&n(u)= z ukP[T&=k]. 
k==l 
(3.5) 
Theorem 3.3. T$, is in GTA$ but not in GTA$+ 
roof. Clearly a&(u) = niY!-) o*m” (u). Hence, from (3.2), c&(u) = 1/ Q,,( l/u). Since 
Qn (X) is a polynomial of degree n with n district real zeros in (-1, l), one has from 
Proposition 1.5 that r$, E GTA f. If Q,,(X) has a zero at the origin, then T&E 
GTA:wI e f. Since Q,,(X) has distinct zeros, T& is not in GTA$, for any 
men-2. 
Remark 1.6 and a similar argument o the proof of Theorem 3.3, one has 
a modified version of Corollary 2.4 of [16]. 
roposition 3.4. T& is in TAZ but not in TAf_2 if and only if det(o,) 3 0, m = 
0,1,2,..,, n. Moreover T& TAZ with positive geometric parameters if and only if 
0, m = 0, 1,2, . . * , n. 
tb P 
transition fate matrix 
We define the co 
arkov chain S$( t ), see Shanthikumar [ 121. We also note that for a 
t unique, see Theorem 
Consider a finite absorbing birth-death process N,+& t j on (0, 1, . . . , n + I} with 
V== 
For convenience, we define pO = 0. Let Tz be the first passa e time of the birth-death 
process N( t ) defined in Section 0. Then, clearly, 
m walk correspondin to N,,+ I[ t) with uniformiz- 
n v, where V, = A, + pm. 
o n + 1 is denoted by Tzz. From (4. 
hanthikumar 
One can provide an alternative proof of Theorem 3.1 
manner. Clearly, for every finite absorbin e random walk 
an > 0, one can define a bi~b-death process 
is t+,(k) with uniformization constant v 
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in CM,+, c GPH, one has from (4.5) and Corollary 2.4(b) that Tz* of Nz+,( k) is 
in GCM:, I. Conversely, one can show that Tz of N(t) is in CM,, 1 using the results 
of Section 3. Let Nz( k) be the uniformization of N(t) with uniformization constant 
w, Then from Theorem 3.1, T%:T of N:(k) is in GCMZ,,. Since 14 and TX:f, are n
related by (4.5), one has from Corollary 2.4(b) that Td E CM,+I. 
We are in the position to prove the following theorem. Let the parameters of 
st( t) be given by 
n-t1 
sz( t) = C wmrm e’? 
m-l 
(4.6) 
keorem 42 T*‘ECM* n:u 
tributioi o$- Tt:*y l 
n+t if and only if paem, m=l,2,...,n+l. Moreover the 
is given by 
(4.79 
Proof. Since s,‘(t) E CM:, one has from (4.5) and Corollary 2.4(c) that :I 2 &, 
m=l,2,..., n + 1, if and only if Tf:‘, E CM:. The rest of the theorem follows from 
Equation (2.5). D 
Similarly, one has the following proposition using Proposition 2.5. 
roposi tion 4.3. 7$,,, : ,, is in TA: and not in TAz_2 ifandonlyifu>&,,m=1,2 ,..., n, 
where T$,,: yis thejkrt gassage time of IV:+, I ,, (k) from 0 to n and (em) are given in (4.6). 
Remark 4.4. We note in Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 that v > &,, for all m if 
TA$+, with positive geometric parameters. 
te component and T&.+ l:u is in TA$, , but 
not in TA$ 
From Theorem 4.2, one has an interesting result regarding the parameters of Ti. 
Corollary 4.5. Let the parameters of sz< t) be given as in (4.6). 7Iwn $m < 25, m = 
192 ,...,n+l where~=max,,,,,,{v,). 
oaf. Let N’,.I(t) be a finite absorbing birth-death process as before and let 
z+, .,(k) be the corresponding rando walk with the smallest possible uniformiz- 
ation constant, namely J. Then one as from Theorem 4.2 that 6’ < 25 since 
6,, E (-1, 0. c3 
The author wishes to express 
I3431 
u71 
U81 
and J.C. Shantbikum Firsp- times with PF, densities, 3. 
859-866. 
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